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Miss Tuning Calendar


Vanessa Knauf poses with 13 refined vehicles in neighboring Austria – Miss Tuning Calendar is released

Beautiful vistas with Miss Tuning Vanessa

Friedrichshafen, Germany - Whether posing next to a dark green Audi R8, in front of a rare RWB Porsche or beside a modified Jeep, the reigning Miss Tuning, Vanessa Knauf, was recently photographed with a collection of very special and powerful vehicles. The occasion was the 18th Miss Tuning calendar shoot and the location was beautiful Austria. The Alpine republic offers a diverse array of scenic landscapes – from Lake Neusiedl to the mountainous Tyrol to the picturesque provincial capital of Linz. All of this and more served as the backdrop for the Tuning Queen and the automotive beauties of her realm. “We shot at some incredible locations with a lot of really awesome cars,” reports Vanessa.  Fans get to enjoy admiring some highly refined automotive specimens decked out in trendy wheels and rims, predominantly from German manufacturers such as BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, VW and Porsche. The twenty-three-year-old was photographed by star Playboy photographer Andreas Reiter. Limited to just 1500 copies, the exclusive calendar is available from October 10, 2019, for 25 euros, including shipping. The order form, as well as additional photos and a making-of video are available at www.tuningworldbodensee.de.


Here are each of the photos featured in the 2020 Miss Tuning Calendar:Cover“Land of mountains, land by the river, land of fields, land of cathedrals...” Austria’s national anthem aptly describes the country’s diverse scenery. And the 2020 Miss Tuning Calendar reflects this diversity in its selection of locations.  On the cover, Miss Tuning Vanessa poses before the impressive Wilder Kaiser mountain chain in Tyrol.Location: Kitzbühel Alps; Vehicle: Audi R8
JanuaryThe landmark of Podersdorf am See is its lighthouse, which towers over Lake Neusiedl and has been the location of numerous movies and TV series.  Accompanied by an Audi R8, Vanessa has found the perfect place to enjoy the evocative morning light.Location: Podersdorf am See; Vehicle: Audi R8FebruaryIn just a few years, Kunstmuseum Lentos has become one of the top sightseeing destinations in Linz. Its illuminated glass facade and its location directly on the Danube make the building’s exterior very special, indeed.Location: Linz; Vehicle: BMW M2MarchBurgenland, American style! Lucky Miss Tuning Vanessa takes a spin in a Ford Mustang 66.Location: Siegendorf; Vehicle: Ford Mustang 66AprilThe beach in Podersdorf am See may be famous for its fantastic sunsets, but on this occasion all eyes are on Vanessa and her magnificent ride.Location: Podersdorf am See; Vehicle: Mercedes E-ClassMayLegendary Japanese bodywork lands in Austria! Miss Tuning Vanessa meets up with a muscular specimen in the Linz harbor district.Location: Linz; Vehicle: RWB PorscheJuneWhat would Burgenland – or “Castle Country” – be without a castle? On her tour of Austria, Vanessa headed in her Golf GTE for a charging station located beneath scenic Forchtenstein Castle.Location: Forchtenstein; Vehicle: Golf GTEJulyThe Haschka wine bar in downtown Linz is a top spot in the Upper Austrian wine scene.  Vanessa enjoys a glass with a rather unusual partner.Location: Linz; Vehicle: Audi SQ7AugustTwo sharp-looking figures meet up in Lower Austria for the hay harvest. A great way to lighten up the hard work!Location: Asparn an der Zaya; Vehicle: VW Golf R32SeptemberVanessa is ready for some rollicking rides in and around Linz and she’s chosen just the partner for the occasion: this big fat Jeep Wrangler Rubicon. Fully accessorized with sticks, stones, puddles and mud!Location: Linz; Vehicle: Jeep Wrangler RubiconOctoberVanessa just backed her VW Arteon out of the garage to set out on a little excursion.Location: Asparn an der Zaya; Vehicle: VW ArteonNovemberWhat’s even more fantastic than the view from the Kitzbüheler Horn? Ascending the 7.5-km panoramic road in a Nissan GTR to get there!Location: Kitzbüheler Horn; Vehicle: Nissan GTRDecemberMiss Tuning Vanessa is looking forward to a fabulous evening at the winery of star winegrower Leo Hillinger. Luckily, she’s arriving in perfect style in her Audi S5.Location: Jois; Vehicle: Audi S5file_0.jpg
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